May 2008 Oberlin College Chemistry and Biochemistry Awards

1st year awards

**CRC Press Chemistry Achievement Award**: sponsored by the CRC Press and awarded to 1st year students for high achievement in general chemistry

Erica Bishop
Emmanuel Magara

Justin Chen
Sierra Zuber

Hannah Harris

2nd year awards

**Frank Fanning Jewett Prize**: awarded to 2nd year students for unusual promise in chemistry

Guozhi Huang
Chris Lipski

Justin Lenhard
Hengfeng Tian

Jesse Yukimura

Junior awards

**David A. Evans (’63) Chemistry Prize**: awarded to a chemistry major, with a preference for a student interested in organic chemistry

Craig Packard

**Harrol and Virginia Baker Scholarship**: awarded to an outstanding chemistry or biochemistry major for his/her senior year

Margaret Compton
Deacon Nemchick
Sydney Williams

**William B. and Helen Miller Scholarship**: awarded to a needy and worthy chemistry or biochemistry major for his/her senior year

Catherine Mauck

**The Norman C. Craig (’53) Endowed Chemistry Scholarship Fund**: awarded to a worthy student who is majoring chemistry or biochemistry with an outstanding academic record

Hong Yuan Hsin

**Analytical Chemistry Award**: sponsored by the Division of Analytical Chemistry of the American Chemical Society and awarded to an outstanding analytical chemistry student

Robin Holmes
SENIORS

Hypercube Scholar Award: sponsored by Hypercube, Inc. and awarded to an outstanding senior chemistry or biochemistry major interested in computational chemistry

Robert Hartley

Merck Index Award: awarded to an outstanding senior chemistry or biochemistry major with interests in medicine or biological chemistry

Amanda Loshbaugh

Harry N. Holmes Prize: awarded to senior chemistry or biochemistry majors for high achievement in chemistry

Ryan Felix
Amelia Hadler
Alexander Nichols
Rachel Randall